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QUESTION 1

All administrator is instructed to add a Regular Expression to Routing Policy that matches all dialed numbers being with
a 14 and 15 (for example 14000 and 15999, but not 24000). Which two regular expression patterns will match against
such numbers? (Choose Two) 

A. sip: [1\]{1}4*5*[0-9\]{3} 

B. sip: [1\]{1}[4-5\]{1}[0-9][3] 

C. sip: 1[4-5\][0-9\][0-9\] 

D. sip: 1(4/5){1}[0-9]* 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

After a power failure or database crash, the Postgres database may become corrupted and the Postgres server may not
restart. The recovery action is to clear the writer-Ahead Log (WAL) and optionally reset other control data, using which
command? 

A. pg_resetxlog 

B. pg_clearwal 

C. pg_dump 

D. service postgresq1 restart 

E. service wall restart 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Application definitions allow system administrators to define and mange individual applications each with their own
attributes. The definitions allow administrators to add one or more such applications to which of the following? 

A. application programs 

B. application data sets 

C. application sequences 

D. application lists 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 4

When you upgrade Session Manager you had been using the hardware SM-100, the network connection of the SM-100
must be moved to which port on the Session Manager server? 

A. eth2 port, labeled "2" 

B. eth2 port, labeled "3" 

C. eth0 port, labeled "1" 

D. eth0 port, labeled "0" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

System Manager provides a Dashboard summary for monitoring and validating the health of each Session Manager
instance. What information is not available from the Session Manager Dashboard? 

A. Service State 

B. Security Module status 

C. Entity Monitoring 

D. Managed Bandwidth status 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

From which Session Manager Profile field would an administrator define the local server for failover from the core? 



A. Primary Session Manager 

B. Secondary Session Manager 

C. Origination Application Sequence 

D. Termination Application Sequence 

E. Survivability Server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Session Manager has a routing policy that routes calls made to any number beginning with \\'100\\' to SIP Entity X.
However, \\'sip.-1001avaya.com\\' is the SIP communication profile address of user Y. User Y is not currently registered
(signed in) with Session Manager. What will happen if Session Manager receives a call addressed to
\\'sip.-1001avaya.com\\' and why? 

A. It depends on the time ranges of the policy. If the call is placed inside a defined time range for the policy, the call will
be routed to destination X. If not, then Session Manager will attempt to route the call to user Y. Since Y is not registered,
the call will timeout, and the call will fail. 

B. Since user Y is not currently registered, the call will be handled by the routing policy. If the call is placed during a time
range specified by the policy, then the call will be routed to destination 

X. If not, then the call will fail. 

C. Since the destination URI matches a communication profile SIP handle, Session Manager will not use the routing
policy in handling the call. The call will fail since user Y is not currently registered. 

D. Since the destination URI matches a routing policy dial pattern, Session Manager will give no consideration to the
user Y registration status. If the call is made during a time range for the policy, the policy will be applied and the can will
be routed to destination X. If not, then the original URI of \\'sip.-1001avaya.com\\' will be used as the destination to
which Session Manager will route the call. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

While performing routine maintenance a technician has had to re-install System Platform. Which statement describes
what must be done next? 

A. The SMGR Template must be installed. 

B. The SMGR Template must be installed, followed by the utilities domain (in that order), 

C. The utilities domain must be installed, followed by the SMGR Template (In that order), 

D. The Dom-0 must be installed, followed that order) by the utilities domain and then the SMGR Template (in that
order). 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 9

When defining a SIP Entity of type "Session Manager", what should be placed in the FQDN or IP Address field? 

A. Security Module IP address (eth2) 

B. System Manager IP address (eth0) 

C. Session Manager Management IP address (eth0) 

D. System Platform web console IP address (eth2) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement describes the relationship between System Manager and System Platform? 

A. System Platform hosts System Manager. 

B. System Platform provides access to System Manager\\'s data repositories. 

C. System Manager is the User Interface through which System Platform is administered. 

D. System Manager and System Platform are peer applications, both installed on Avaya S8800 servers. 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 11

Session Manager (SM) has been successfully installed. You have configured the Session Manager instance and it has
passed all tests. However, when you attempt to test a call, it fails and you receive a 503 service Unavailable - System
Busy response. What is a cause for the call to fail and how can it be fixed? 

A. There is a non-bidirectional FQDN resolution between SM and System Manager (SMGR). Verify that either the
SMGR or the SM has updated DNS records or the hostnames are added to the /etc/host file on the SM and the SMGR. 

B. The Security Module service is not running. Verify the status of the Security Module and reset it. 

C. The Session Manager is not accepting new requests. Verify the System Administration Management State is set to
Accept New Service. 

D. The SIP user attempting to make the call has not registered properly with the Session manager. Verify the
communication profile of the user has Session Manager Profile defined. 

E. The Session manager is not accepting new requests. Verify the system Administrative Service state is set to Accept
New Service. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

What three pieces of information are required to be entered for the Session Manager to be installed and synchronized
with System Manager? (Choose three.) 

A. System Manager IP Address 

B. Session Manager Security Module Address 



C. System Manager FQDN 

D. DNS Server Address 

E. Enrollment Password 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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